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Confession

Thursday, 07:12am.

La Iglesia de San Francisco.
Barrio Ciudad Bolivar, Bogotá, Columbia.

“G

od give me strength.” Father Michael Thomas uttered his plea as he stepped from the rectory entrance into the damp, stone sacristy, the small, empty room behind his chapel’s altar.
His footfalls softly thudded against the worn, uneven stone floor. Despite his morose apprehension of what awaited him, Michael reverently avoided walking on the sacrarium in the center of the
room’s floor. That sacred metal drain cover’s the only thing that gets polished back here. Monsignor insists we can’t spend
money on a modern sink, just because ‘priests like us’ have been rinsing altar cloths and sacred communion vessels over that
floor drain since 1634. If it’s worked for almost four hundred years, he wryly thought, why would we want to change it
now?
Michael stopped at the far corner and the closed door that led to the nave and its few dozen pews.
I’ve felt like this every morning since I got here. Even before, starting in Ecuador, if I’m honest with myself. Gotta find a
better way to deal with this, before I have a damned heart attack. Or a rage killing. He paused only long enough to
inhale deeply, hold the calming breath for a few seconds, and deliberately exhale a portion of his stress.
Gripping the door’s dilapidated, vertical brass handle, he firmly pulled up and rose to the balls of his feet
until the swollen wood frame released the door. ‘Priests like us,’ he repeated his supervisor’s words. I oughta
secretly file down the frame’s high spots, no way Monsignor would allow me to ‘damage’ this ‘sacred antique.’ When we eventually get trapped in here one day, I wonder how long it’ll take the parishioners to realize we might need help. Michael pictured that circumstance, with him and Monsignor Medina stuck in the chapel’s back room. Medina would
insist it was God’s will and that we had to pray our way out. He’d refuse to let me pound on the door or kick it down. Columbians inherently treasure everything old, even if it’s an old piece of shit. He cynically smiled at the mental image
of the clerical staff praying to be rescued by a growing crowd inside the chapel who patiently and politely
waited for them to emerge on their own. Just because three or four generations of priests have waged a daily fight
against this door doesn’t make it a holy and noble struggle. It means they hired an incompetent carpenter and didn’t maintain
the building. Just because Jesus was a carpenter, that doesn’t make every stick of wood in His chapels sacred. It might be best
to let some of the old ways die.
Michael slowly pulled back until the door’s front edge barely cleared its obstructive frame, which
left it only slightly ajar. He ducked down several inches to peek out through the small gap in the doorway
and look toward the back of the chapel. The height and width of these 17th-century doorways drives home the benefits
of modern nutrition, exercise, and medical care. His five-eleven frame placed him a full six inches taller and seventy pounds heavier than many of his current parishioners, and potentially a foot taller than the chapel’s
first priests. Not many folks gathered yet. My problem’s mostly one of quality, but, at some point, quantity has the same
overwhelming effect. A thousand small cuts can still kill you.
After releasing the door, Michael crossed himself, bowed his head, closed his eyes, and inhaled another deep, calming breath. God give me strength. Amid the silence that enveloped him, the slightest, occasional plop from somewhere across the poorly lit room announced that last night’s rainfall had found a new
path into the chapel’s perpetually damaged roof. The sacristy hadn’t enjoyed a fresh breeze since its ceiling
was erected almost four centuries ago, and the humid, high-mountain air and near-daily rainfall ensured it
always had a musty, mildew odor. The mold spores won’t act fast enough to save me from whatever evils are lurking out
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there, patiently lying in wait to push me closer to their objective. He selfishly took another deep breath. Let’s do it live,
he scoffed at the inside joke from his old life. Time to earn my keep.
Momentarily steeled against what he feared was to come, Michael silently opened the door, ducked
under the short, narrow doorway, and stepped into the small south transept, which held only two short
rows of pews. He pulled the door shut, but only brought it back into slight contact with its problematic
frame. Turning to face the nave and the chapel’s narrow narthex at its west end, Michael defied his emotions to pleasantly smile at those few parishioners who sat scattered among the chapel’s pews. No one seems
particularly relieved or nervous to see me. That’s a decent start to the morning confessional rush. They’d all sleep better at
night if they’d come in before they went to bed, instead of letting their guilt stew all night. I might sleep better, too, without
having to wonder what awaited me in the morning. It’d make my afternoons shit, instead. Volunteer work is about the only
reprieve I have anymore.
Michael strode toward the confessional booths in the back, southwest corner and breathed in the
stone chapel’s aroma, a mix of damp wood, old dust, and permanence. Thirty-one steps from here, and seventeen
steps from the northwest entrance. A holdover practice from his previous, pre-clerical background, Michael had
memorized the distances to the chapel’s exits. High, stained-glass windows helped brighten the interior
and allowed Michael to briefly scan its few occupants for any sign of angst, malice, or despair. Local quarries had provided its grey granite walls, and its floors had been felled from then-adjacent forests. The place is
pretty great cover from small arms fire as long as the bad man’s outside. The interior, though, would become a shooting gallery
with no real cover or concealment anywhere.
The heels of Michael’s heavy-soled, closed-toe sandals scuffed against the worn, dark-stained wood
floor as it softly creaked beneath his weight. Suddenly self-conscious about their noise, he squeezed his
toes to hold on to the sandals a little tighter as he moved. After I sit in the confessional booth for a couple hours,
my feet will swell a bit and they’ll fit perfect.
Monsignor Medina was still busy with other obligations, which left Michael with his choice of
booths. Works out best for both of us. The one closer to the entrance has a more comfortable seat for Medina’s aging back,
and I still prefer keeping mine against the south wall so I can face toward the entrance. It’s not exactly Doc Holliday’s preferred seat, but it’s as close as I can get. Michael smirked at the realization that many aspects of his former life as
a street cop would probably never leave him. Even though I haven’t carried a gun in years and have nothing to draw,
I still try to keep my gun hand empty all the time. At least I’ve kept up the fight training. Krav Maga, Muay Thai, and BJ-J don’t equate to a pistol, but they do give me the chance to take one away. I almost pity the man who thinks I’m a soft
target.
Stepping past the penitent’s side of his preferred confessional booth, Michael saw someone had
locked the door’s latch from the inside. No Vacancy already. He quietly sighed and hoped his morning obligations would not continue to conspire against his own worst flaws and struggles. And so, it begins. God,
please give me strength.
Michael stepped into his side of the booth and shut the door, which had no lock. He briefly adjusted its worn, threadbare pillow, but it could no longer be molded or manipulated to offer any real, additional comfort. It might help keep splinters out of me, but that’s the pinnacle of its usefulness.
Michael crossed himself, inhaled a deep, silent breath, and held it for a moment. God. Give me
strength. “Go ahead, my child.”
“Bless me, Father, for I have sinned,” a familiar teenage boy’s voice began. “It has been two days
since my last confession. I am here today because I have anger in my heart, and I’m having trouble loving
someone as my neighbor.”
“Start from the beginning,” Michael calmly directed. “Tell me what I should understand to help
you.” He recognized the young man as Raul Escalante, a fifteen-year-old who’d served as an altar boy in
the chapel before Michael’s assignment there. Raul’s supposed to be in school, so something’s really compelled him to
come here instead. Kids don’t ditch class to hang at the chapel. Raul came from a devout, faithful family who lived in
the neighborhood around the church and seemed like he always genuinely tried to serve others. He might
make a good priest one day, if he’s not too distracted by the material world, bad choices, and women.
“Father, I lost my temper with my mother this week, several times, and she’s working too much to
notice all the help I need to take care of my brothers and sisters in our house. It’s a selfish thing for me to
worry about, because she’s working so hard today to make sure we can all eat tomorrow, but it’s like I just
can’t help it sometimes, I get so mad because it’s always the same things, always the same problems. She
works, she goes out and dates men, and then, she comes home late. She’s never around to help with my
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little brothers and sisters, Father, and it’s discouraging. There’s more problems in her life than mine, and
she wants to find a good husband and a good father for our family, but she won’t find him anywhere she’s
looking.”
Michael waited a few moments after Raul got all that off his chest. “Have you been disrespectful to
her, to your mother?”
“No, not really, well, sometimes. We yell at each other, Father, but I don’t call her names or anything. I could never do that, I only need her around more to help. I can’t do all this by myself, I’m barely
able to stay up on my classes, and I’ve gotta find a way outta the neighborhood. I have to make something
of myself so my whole family can leave here and never look back. I want my brothers and sisters and,
later, my own kids, I want them to grow up somewhere else, not in Ciudad Bolivar. No offense, Father,
even though you’re not from here.”
Michael chose not to respond to the boy’s familiarity. “Have you done all you can to help your
mother, serve her, serve your family, your brothers and sisters?”
“I think so, maybe. I’m trying as hard as I can Father, but, even right now, I’m supposed to be
walking to school, so I’m gonna be late again because I had to come here and get this off my heart before
it infected the way that I treated everyone else today.”
Michael smiled. He’s a good boy, and he’ll be a great man. His dreams are big enough to bring his whole family
along, and he’s got the hustle and the intellect to accomplish anything he puts his mind to. “Have you spoken with your
mother about your concerns, and I mean actually talked with her, not shouted your anger at each other?”
“I’ve tried, Father, God knows I’ve tried.”
“You’re the man of the house, right? The patriarch that your brothers and sisters look up to? The
one that your mother can trust to help her make sure everyone’s needs are met, and the whole family’s
cared for? You’re the jéfe, yes?”
“Yes, Father,” he reluctantly replied, “I guess that’s true.”
Michael leaned closer to the screen to make sure Raul heard his every word. “It doesn’t matter if
you’re eight or eighteen, you’re the man of the house. I know what that’s like. I understand being forced to
grow up faster than you're supposed to, and having responsibilities well beyond your years. You’re not the
first, you won’t be the last. But, you can help make sure you’re the last one in your family to endure your
frustration and heartache. It’s gonna be up to you to put in the work, though.”
Michael let silence hang between them for almost thirty seconds. When the young man offered
nothing else and didn’t ask for absolution to signal the end of his intended confession, Michael expected
another, more personal, matter deeply troubled him. “What else burdens your heart?”
“I don’t, umm, know how to say this, Father.” The teen’s voice became small, quiet. His words
shook, and Michael realized he was on the verge of tears.
“Take a deep breath, in through your nose, nice and slow, and listen to me for a few moments.”
After hearing Raul comply, Michael continued. “I’m here to help you in any way I can. Whatever you have
to tell me is only between you and me. It doesn’t matter what you say, I cannot speak with anyone else
about your identity or what you told me. I am bound by eternal vows I made to God to keep your secrets.
It’s a grave mortal sin for me to break the Seal of the Confessional. I’ve got all my own sins and problems
to answer for, so I don’t wanna add to them by breaking my vows. Whatever you have to tell me, I promise
that I’ve heard a similar story already and I’ll never divulge anything you say.”
“No matter what?”
“No matter what, even under pain of death,” Michael replied. “Whatever someone could try to do to
me in this lifetime to make me repeat your secrets is nothing compared to what God will do to me in the
next life if I ever do so.”
Another prolonged pause followed. I have to let Raul speak first, Michael thought.
“Forgive me, Father,” he finally and slowly continued, in a trembling voice barely above a harsh
whisper. “I’ve never told anyone this, not another soul on Earth.”
“Take your time, I’m here all day.”
Raul snickered once at the facetious understatement and wiped his nose on the back of his hand
before finding the few tissues that remained in his booth for precisely that purpose. “I have hate in my
heart, Father Michael,” he explained, his voice still small and frightened. “There’s a man, a relative, that I
wish to be harmed.”
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Michael stopped himself before immediately replying. Specific words have specific meaning. Choose them
carefully. “What did he do to incur your anger, my son?”
“He’s my uncle. That’s what we’ve always called him, and I think he’s like my dad’s step-brother
from a long time ago, but we’re not really blood.”
“How long’s your father been gone?”
“Two years. Three months. Twenty-one days.” Raul sniffed and used another tissue to clear his
nose. “I haven’t seen my uncle since before that, like, from when I was still a kid, but I’m angry like I saw
him yesterday, Father.”
Michael recognized that Raul still hadn’t answered his question and hoped he could work his way
back around to it without pressing him. Great way to lose people. Funny how working interrogation rooms taught me
how to be more effective in confessional booths. He let the pressure of prolonged silence squeeze them both.
“He molested me, Father.” When it finally arrived, the admission was so bare and slight it almost
didn’t pass through the thin wooden screen between them. “And, not just once,” Raul offered in a slightly
stronger tone. “He did it for years, Father, for almost five years. I can’t believe I’m doing this...”
Michael understood the fragility of the moment, Raul’s bare, vulnerable soul, and the permanent
damage he could do to the young man’s psyche and spirit with even the slightest misstep. “It’s not your
fault, and, I’m here to help in every way I can. Take your time.”
“Thank you, Father Michael.” Raul leaned back against the seat, probably to hide his emotions
from the priest, and stifled several sobs before he continued. “It didn’t happen every time I saw him, but,
like once a year, our family would try to go to the mountains together, sometimes only for a night. All
those kinds of trips, vacations, even little ones, they all died with my father.
“My uncle’s only a few years older than me, so my parents thought of us more like cousins, or
brothers. He would always ask if I could stay in his tent with him, instead of with my parents, and they
would always say ‘yes.’ I didn’t know how to stop it before we went back to the mountains the next year. I
was afraid to ask them to say, ‘no,’ because they’d ask why I didn’t want to stay with him anymore, and I
didn’t want them to ever know. I felt guilty about what he did to me, what I let him do. Later on, he convinced me to try doing the same things to him, Father, even though I didn’t want to!”
Michael heard Raul work to control his breathing and emotional reaction, and he tried to effectively use the opportunity before them. “Even though you haven’t told me very much, yet, I can already
tell that you have nothing to feel guilty about. Young people look up to their mentors, their uncles, their
cousins, their older brothers. I certainly did. They’re the ones that are supposed to guide us, and they
shouldn’t ever lead us astray.”
“But, I knew better, Father, I did!” The objection came out louder than either of them expected, and
Raul visually reacted to the violation of his own privacy.
I need to be careful, I can’t lose him now, Michael thought. He’s about to make a massive breakthrough! “You
might have to trust me for now, that it doesn’t matter what you knew. God is merciful, loving, and forgiving, and he especially offers all those things to children, even when they’ve done something they understood wasn’t what He would want.”
“Okay,” Raul quietly stammered. “Thank you, Father.”
“You’re welcome, but God’s the one doing all the work here.” Michael tried to watch Raul
through the privacy screen without letting the vulnerable young man see him do so. I wish I could see all his
body language right now. That makes this process so much easier. Even if he doesn’t comprehend what he wants to hear or to
have me say, his body does. The body’s gotta be trained to lie, but the brain does it all the time.
“I didn't get the courage, I wasn’t strong enough, to tell him to stop until I was twelve. It’d been
going on for four, maybe five years, until I was finally big and strong enough that he couldn’t hurt me,
couldn’t make me do anything I never wanted to do in the first place.”
Michael listened to his stifled sniffles and tried to plan his next four or five moves in guiding the
confession. I have to help him get all this off his chest if I’m gonna work to please both Raul and God today. At least they
both have the same objective. “Can you tell me what he did to you, would it be helpful to start there?”
Raul scoffed at the invitation and leaned forward. “If you use your imagination, it won’t take you
long to come up with everything he did to me.” He placed his elbows on his knees and hid his face in his
hands. “And, everything he tried to make me do to him.”
Well, that’s gonna be a dead-end, Michael thought. “Do you wanna tell me what made you angry
enough to come in this morning?”
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“I wanted to kill him, Father,” Raul slowly, harshly whispered. He turned his head and made eye
contact with Michael through the partial screen. “I laid awake almost all-night thinking about how good it
would be to take a knife and do all the same things to him again. I fantasized about his death, how killing
him wouldn’t even be murder. It’d be a favor to anyone else he’s hurting right now.” The teen’s eyes welled
up, visible even through the partial screen, and his lips quivered with emotion. “And then,” he sniffed, “I
thought about how good it would be to take the same knife to me, for all the terrible things I did, the
things I wasn’t strong enough to stop myself from doing.”
Raul turned, put his head back in his hands, and briefly, quietly sobbed. “I don’t deserve forgiveness, Father,” he spluttered, “and God doesn’t want to give it to me.”
“Why do you think that, that God would not want to love and care for His own child?”
“Because he’s dead, Father,” Raul explained and wiped tears from his unwashed cheeks. “Someone
else killed him yesterday, before I got the chance to do it, and now that asshole’s gonna haunt me forever
because I wasn’t man-enough to give him what he deserved!”
“Vengeance, Raul,” Michael stopped himself, realizing he’d used the teen’s name. Goddammit!
“Vengeance, my child, is for God, it’s not for--”
“Yeah?! Then where was God all those nights he did all that to me?! Where was he when I needed
him to step in and stop those things from happening? Where was he when my uncle went after my little sister?! I knew what he wanted, and that he’d get it if no one stopped him, but I wasn’t strong enough then,
either! I was glad, Father, glad he wasn’t going after me that night! I didn’t care that someone else would suffer in my place!
“Where was God then? Huh?! He was nowhere! So how does he get to keep all the vengeance for
himself, all the justice that should be mine?! He doesn’t get to stand by and watch all that happen, not for
all those years, and then tell me that vengeance is his! All this happened because God didn’t stop it, and if
he’s not gonna be there to help, then I’m gonna have to go out and take care of things for myself if I can’t
count on him!”
“Raul, please--”
“He’s like you, Father Michael, because someday, you get to go back to the U-S, back home to
where it’s safe and warm and you don’t have to stay here with us! You could leave today if things got too
hard for you! If you had to stay one night out there with us, praying for daylight and begging God to keep
you and your family safe for a few more hours! Do you know how desperate that feels, Father?! I don’t think you
do, and I don’t think God remembers!”
Michael understood the boy needed to vent. Anything I offer him right now will only fall on deaf ears until
he unburdens his soul.
“God doesn’t understand what it’s like out here, in the barrio,” Raul continued, “because he’s, not,
here! He might be hiding in this church, safe indoors from all the bad people that are out there feeding on us
like baby lambs, but he’s not out there with us! He might be in here with you, with Monsignor Medina, but
he’s not out there with us. If I have to come in here to visit God, then I got no use for him anymore!”
Raul unexpectedly leapt up, threw open the thin, fragile confessional booth door, and ran toward
the exit only a few steps away. Michael rose and, for a moment, tried to follow him, but realized he’d just
make things worse for the boy. The neighborhood sewing circle’s already got enough to talk about, even without me further embarrassing him right now. Barely controlled rage and its resulting lust for violence boiled up inside him,
the very demons Michael feared he’d have to face today.
Monsignor Medina emerged from the adjacent confessional booth, apparently in response to all
the ruckus. “What’s wrong, Father Michael?” Worry and skepticism were evident in his expression and
tone.
“Step inside,” Michael pointedly commanded and gestured toward the booth Raul had abandoned.
“Please.”
Medina hesitantly entered the wooden box, so Michael returned to his uncomfortable seat and
shut the door to retain what little privacy he could.
Medina eyed him suspiciously through the partial screen. “I do have my own penitent next door.”
Michael ignored him for a moment and desperately tried to control the emotions erupting in both
his mind and spirit. “Yeah, well, they’re gonna have to give me a minute, Monsignor.”
“What’s happened, Michael?”
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“Bless me, Father,” he began the standard recitation. “It’s been ten hours since my last confessional, and I’m about to go sin. I’ve got murder in my heart, Monsignor, and I don’t think it’s gonna subside.”
“For who, Michael,” the man urgently and quietly asked, clearly upset by Michael’s admission.
“For Raul?”
“No, for a dead man, Monsignor.” Despite Medina’s personal knowledge that he spoke of Raul,
Michael couldn’t identify him without breaking his vow. “I found out a dead man ruined a boy’s mortal life,
and even now, from the grave, he’s threatening to prevent that boy’s eternal salvation.” Michael glared
through the privacy screen and looked his elder priest in the eyes. “I can’t dig up his body and kill him
again, so, how many Hail Mary's do I get for begging God to condemn his soul to the deepest and hottest
fires in Hell?”
*

*

*

Unable to sleep that night, Michael sat alone on the chapel’s roof. He’d brought the seat cushions
from both sides of his preferred confessional booth to soften the top of the outer stone wall. Even doubled, they offered him little comfort as he looked out over the dangerous neighborhood. Barrio Ciudad Bolivar, in all its suffering, desperation, and shame. With his knees bent and his arms crossed over his chest, Michael
rested his feet on the stone wall and leaned back against the weathered wood plank shingles. Should’ve
brought more cushions up for the shingles.
Few streetlights existed in the whole neighborhood. The only well-lit building within walking distance was the cathedral at Plaza Bolivar, which shined like a constant, immobile lighthouse on its short
hilltop. God’s beautiful, opulent house is bathed in the safety and security of bright, white floodlights, surrounded by a sea of
darkness that readily conceals all manner of evil, sin, and crime. Adrift in that sea, God’s children pray that He helps them
navigate the overnight terror. Desperately hidden away in their shanty, lean-to lifeboats, they hear the sharks swimming all
around them, from shadow to shadow, hungrily searching for their next morsel of prey. Injury, shame, and death pass by them
every night, just the other side of their cardboard and tin walls.
Michael forcefully exhaled, shook his head, and looked down at the cluttered chapel grounds immediately beyond the three-story wall upon which he sat. How is someone like Raul Escalante supposed to grow
up here and have even a shred of hope that God gives a damn about him, or any one of us, for that matter? Who is God
sending into these parts of the world to fight on His behalf, to protect His children?
Michael understood the obvious answer, that he, Monsignor Medina, and men like them were
supposed to improve the quality of life in these places. As a former cop and present-day priest, he struggled with reconciling what he knew had to be done with what his current uniform could accomplish. I can’t
tell the local cops what’s been alleged, and I can’t go out and crack heads, either. Not that any of that would help Raul, anyway. There has to be a middle ground somewhere that I’m just not seeing yet.
Michael stayed up on the roof for another thirty minutes, while sporadic, distant gunshots rang
out. Scripture tells us that Satan and his demons lust for the ruination of man, and rejoice in the fall of God’s favored creation. His jealousy over God’s preference for us keeps him focused on finding new and innovative ways to corrupt our souls,
infect our hearts, and keep us distant from God. There is nothing the devil wants more than to see us reject God’s love, like
Raul did today. He gets his first win if Raul dies before making amends with God, and he’d get a second if I die with this
much vengeance in my heart because of it. It’d be ironic if my work as a priest ended up damning me to Hell.
A light, cold rain started to fall. Michael rose and stood atop the wall, held his arms out from his
shoulders, palms up, and felt the drops falling on this face, neck, and arms. Standing so close to the edge of
the roof, he consciously left his eyes open to make sure he didn’t sway as he looked up at the ink-black
sky.
“Heavenly Father,” Michael prayed aloud, “I don’t understand what you’d have me do here, how
I’m to reconcile my emotions with my obligations. But, I’m here, Father, and I want to make a difference
for these people. I pray that you would use me as a tool, a weapon, against the evil that pursues them, and
by proxy, threatens me, as well.
“Whom shall you send,” Michael asked, paraphrasing one of his favored verses from the Book of
Isaiah. “Here I am. Send me.”
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Prologue

Sunday, 6:57 PM. Three Months Ago.
New York City.

“C

an we trust him with this burden?” Inside an expansive and dimly lit private office on the
building’s 20th floor, an aging Italian-American sat in a plush leather chair and slowly wrung
anxiety from his hands. He looked across his oversized mahogany desk and examined his
subordinate for any identifiable reaction. “This man you’ve found, can he keep our secrets, and do all we
require of him? This isn’t just some errand boy or street ruffian we’re looking for.” Even in the solitude of
his secure office, he kept his voice down to protect their privacy. Spies are everywhere, and we’re among the most
prolific espionage and terrorism targets in the world.
His subordinate seemed far more confident and relaxed as he comfortably sat in one of two
matching, brown leather armchairs across the desk. Briefly gazing out the large window to his left, his employee looked over the East River as though carefully choosing his words. The window’s sheer white privacy fabric muted the exterior view and prevented anyone from watching or photographing their interaction. The man’s relative lack of years and differing ambition brought other concerns to the forefront of his
mind. “He’s devout, Opus Dai, in fact, just not the maniacal kind. You should know he’s a rather, impersonal, man who doesn’t care much for the frivolities of humanity, so I do not believe he can be bought or
bribed, even ignoring his ideology. He comes with the most impressive background I’ve ever seen for this
kind of work. I’m absolutely confident he can train our personnel in every facet of their appointed tasks,
and will readily do so without equal.”
The mentor leaned forward in his chair and allowed calculated exasperation into his voice. “Yes,
but can he be trusted? We can find dozens, maybe even hundreds of qualified men for the posting, but we
must first and foremost have someone we can trust completely. We’re not merely asking him to create, operate, and manage a covert training program. Even if he doesn’t understand the full scope of our objectives,
we’re asking him to quietly help us change the world, the very population and progeny of the entire human
race for all the rest of time. So, I must continue to implore you to focus primarily on this point: can he, be
trusted?”
In light of the gravity and intent of his superior’s inquiry, the subordinate considered the facts as
he knew them, and the impressions and understanding he’d personally gained of the man and the matter at
hand. He again looked out onto the East River and contemplated his response for what he believed to be
an appropriate amount of time. “I firmly believe so, yes,” he replied and turned back to his mentor. “I do
believe he can be trusted completely.”
Leaning back in his chair, the aging mentor paused before he responded. “We’ve thought that before, and we’ve been proven wrong. Even with your support and confidence in this man, I want you to
ensure this is sufficiently compartmentalized. Give him no more detail than we’ve discussed. Let him believe what he wants. He undoubtedly possesses a bright and deductive mind, so we must ensure he never
knows exactly what it is we’re doing with his graduates. It’s one thing for him to assume what they’re tasked
with, and another thing entirely for us to confirm it. He needs to remain ever-focused on the condition of
the trees, rather than taking qualitative notice of the forest as a whole.”
“Of course.”
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“You will, naturally, ensure he has no moral quandary with his assumptions. There is no greater
danger to us than a self-avowed moralist who’s experienced a change of heart or paradigm shift, so make
sure to have that conversation, without actually having that conversation.”
“That’s already been taken care of, sir. He’s been training such men for decades, but only to serve
a secular purpose. He’s fully committed to what he believes to be our course of action, and to growing a
cadre of men willing to put his skills to work for an entirely divine purpose. It is his professed understanding that they’ll ultimately be employed in the nation’s Division of Intelligence and Counter-Espionage.”
“Excellent. He’s not wrong, but he’s not exactly right, now, is he? Perfect, in fact, yes, a perfect explanation of their intended usefulness. How soon until he’s operational?”
The subordinate straightened his left jacket sleeve. “He assures me he requires no more than two
months, and he’s apparently already had a property in mind for just this purpose. It would seem he’s been
just as divinely inspired as you, and at almost the same exact time.”
The older man smiled at the notion. “Then he may, in fact, be just the man God intended us to
find, and the perfect match you’ve proclaimed him to be. Now we just need to finalize the first roster of
recruits.”
“That’s nearing completion as we speak, sir.”
“Very good, very good.” The elder relaxed and stopped wringing his hands. “We’ll soon have a
dedicated force that can truly go out into the world and do God’s work. I only wish we’d come to understand His meaning much, much sooner. We could be so much further along by now.”
The subordinate smiled and worked to put their present position in a more positive light. “I suppose this first class will just have to make up for lost time, Your Eminence.”
“Centuries,” he distractedly replied. “They’ll have to make up for lost centuries, Harold. Almost
twenty of them, actually.”
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ONE

Monday, 11:30 AM. Three Months Ago.
Barrio Ciudad Bolivar. Bogotá, Columbia.

F

ather Michael Thomas adjusted his black, short-sleeved shirt and its starch-white collarino, the
clerical tab that identified Roman Catholic priests worldwide. As he moved donated cases of bottled
water from a delivery truck over to a secured Red Cross shipping container, Michael sought even
minor reprieve from the intense, high-elevation sun. I’m grateful the Archbishop relaxed our dress code. I still can’t
celebrate mass in a button-down shirt, but it does make manual labor easier.
Michael’s growling stomach inspired him to check his wristwatch. 11:34. Half the day’s gone, but most
of the work remains. Still a few dozen pallets to transfer by hand. Maybe I could convince my boss to tag along tomorrow. He
used his hands to wipe sweat from his brow and straighten his mid-length, light brown hair. Back to it.
This was the first summer Michael had lived in Bogotá, and he’d been surprised that municipal
services in their neighborhood were so unstable. A recent streak of unusually high temperatures had
played havoc with the power grid, so many of the young, old, and infirm sought shelter at local aid stations
to avoid dehydration and heat-related injuries. I would have never imagined that sustained highs in the upper 80s
could be so catastrophic, but, then, life at eighty-six-hundred-feet is much more complicated than life at sea level. Michael’s
parish alone had already sustained five deaths in recent days. Until the heat wave subsided and allowed the
community and its resources to recover, Michael expected to devote his time to aid work, grief counseling,
and funeral services.
Retrieving another plastic-wrapped case, Michael heaved it up onto his shoulder and again strode a
dozen yards through the searing sunlight to a large shipping container that secured the Red Cross’ local
supplies. The organization had been forced to hire armed security guards to limit the neighborhood thugs’
acquisition of its humanitarian donations. The local gangs usually deal in chemical misery and sex, Michael
thought, but, when opportunity strikes, those assholes are willing to trade in food and water, as well. They only care about
money and don’t give a damn about what happens to the weak and vulnerable around them. God may be the only one willing to have mercy on their souls.
“Father Michael,” a beautiful, familiar voice called out from behind him. Her French accent made
even the most mundane conversation interesting. “It’s time for lunch! You’ve hauled enough water for
one morning, don’t you agree?”
“It can’t have been enough, Doctor, there’s still work to be done,” Michael loudly replied over his
shoulder as he stepped past the armed security guard and into the shipping container. Cesar ignored the
priest and focused on the woman following him.
“Yes, eventually, it is enough,” she replied. “There is only so much one man can do, and you have
surpassed that for the day.” Michael placed the case of bottled water at the top of a growing stack and
turned around to exit. Doctor Merci Renard leaned back against the container’s inner wall, crossed her
arms, and waited for him. Her tall, striking figure and sincere, movie-star smile briefly captivated both men
standing before her, even though she wore what she’d already described to Michael as her “gardening costume.” Even through her baggy linen pants, light denim work shirt, and floppy white sun hat, Michael
knew Merci had the mind of a scholar and the heart of a volunteer. It doesn’t hurt that she runs and could also be
a fitness model.
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Michael glanced over to Cesar, who, at the same time, glanced over at him. Both men averted their
eyes, cleared their throats, and tried to pretend they hadn’t just been unexpectedly gobsmacked by the
olive-skinned woman. As intriguing and helpful as she is, I’m grateful she’ll only be here for another few months.
“You’ve earned a bite or two, Father. Cesar,” Merci addressed the guard by name, “can I bring you
something to eat, as well? I know a man in your position cannot abandon your post, but you should not go
hungry.”
“Yes, ma’am,” the sheepish man hesitantly replied, “and thank you for helping me practice English.”
“You’re welcome. It’s an important job skill for you, and I’m happy to do it! I can even teach you a
little French, si tu veux.”
“That would be nice.” Cesar blushed and stood up a little straighter.
“Do you need help passing out the midday rations,” Michael asked.
“No, that task is already assigned to others, Father. Come,” she pleaded and waved him onward,
“just sit, eat, and hydrate. You’ll become one of my patients if you keep this up.”
As they spoke, Michael followed her toward the aid station’s outdoor “kitchen.” Constructed from
white PVC poles and blue tarps, it had only a small food prep and storage area. Still not sure why we had to set
up a kitchen to pass out M-R-Es. “How are your patients doing today, Doctor?”
“Please, Father, call me Merci.”
“As soon as you call me ‘Michael.’”
“I cannot do that,” she scoffed as though offended by the request, “you’re a priest for God’s sake!
I’m only a medical doctor!”
“Right, only a medical doctor, as if that’s not a substantial accomplishment.”
“Anyone can become a doctor, and it says nothing about my character. You spend your life serving
God and His children and deserve the respect afforded by your title.”
“I dunno,” Michael replied off-handedly, “pretty sure I’m just an ordinary masochist.”
“Monique,” she spoke to another volunteer in the improvised kitchen and pointed to the dwindling nearby supplies, “¿Puedes llevar comida y agua también a Cesar?”
“Si, doctor.”
Michael knew the guard would be disappointed that Doctor Renard didn’t deliver his MRE and
water herself. He accepted his rations and followed Merci to a long, shaded picnic table where they sat
across from one another. Most all the local refugees had already eaten and retreated back to cooler environs, which afforded them a semi-private meal together.
Michael led them in a short prayer to bless their meal and thank God for so graciously providing
all they needed to serve others on his behalf. His duties complete, he tried to make small talk with Merci.
“How did you decide to become a doctor?”
“My parents are both doctors, so it was always kind of expected,” she explained while picking
through her MRE. “Even in France’s socialized system, they did well enough that I can work for only six
months and volunteer for the rest of the year in places like this.”
“That’s a pretty incredible blessing, both for you and for those you help.”
“I’ll never offer as much good as this work gives to me. Here, I am relegated to first-aid, minor infections, and wound treatment, which isn’t much. Even though I get to do a little thing for these people,
what they do for me is so much greater.” She finally settled on a package of crackers and peanut butter. “Until I started international relief work, I never knew intrinsic fulfillment, Father. I had felt ‘accomplishment,’
like when I graduated medical school, and I thought it was the same thing, but it’s not.
“There is no feeling,” she continued, “no emotion in the human experience like this, like volunteering. I get to spend half the year helping people all around the world who can do nothing for me in return,
and it feels, like, magic.” Merci very cutely scrunched her shoulders and face, just for a moment, before
drinking from a donated water bottle. “I imagine that’s how you feel most all the time, yes? I mean, who
can do anything for a priest, a man of God who has no Earthly needs, correct?”
“I don’t think it’s quite as glamorous or saintly as that.” Michael suspiciously stirred the contents
of what its manufacturer called beef stew. That doesn’t look like beef. Rat, maybe. “I’m just a man, and I have
all the same issues as any other mortal. I just don’t have a mortgage and credit card payments, so I suppose that makes things a lot easier, actually.”
“No, I’ve met a lot of priests and clergy in my travels, and you’re not like the others.”
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“How so?” Michael hoped she would give another protracted answer that allowed him to eat, but
he didn’t have the heart or desire to slow their conversation.
“You’re much more, what’s the word, fiery? Most of the ones I’ve met, by your age, are not as passionate. They’ve mellowed by then, I suppose.”
“Most of the priests ‘my age.’ I didn’t realize I was already in that category.”
“You know what I mean, Father,” she playfully offered, “you must see it, too! You’re out here
with the younger men, while most of your peers have chosen to stay indoors and manage the efforts of
those working in the trenches, yes?”
“I got into this work a little later in life than most,” Michael conceded, “and I think that’s the difference. I’m still new enough to this that I expect one man can really make a difference, really change a
community. A community changes a province. A province changes a nation. Maybe even the world.” He
risked a big sporkful of the mystery stew. Yep, probably rat.
“I heard some of your parishioners talking about how you’re working to build new infrastructure.
New wells and cisterns, with or without the help and financing from the Columbian government or the
Church. That’s a tall order, even for a Superman like you.”
Michael blushed a little at the compliment, and the confidence the community had placed in him.
His full mouth allowed him a moment to reflect before he answered. I should feel some guilt, or remorse, about
being so attracted to her, but there’s an ocean of difference between recognizing my humanity and degrading myself in sin. She
could’ve altered the course of my life in years past, but now?
“I think there are some, unique, opportunities,” Michael finally offered, “to work with corporate
and philanthropic partners that want to improve life here. And, if we don’t have to wait for permission
and funding from anyone else, it’s just the right thing to do. It’s unjust that anyone with enough men and
guns can control the water wells and decide who’s worthy of a drink and who goes thirsty.”
“See? Fiery, like I said.”
“No, maybe the other priests are just a bit more pragmatic about their place in the world and what
they can do to influence and control the environment around them.”
“You’re a dreamer and a man of action, Father Michael, the kind of man legends and folk songs are
written about.”
Michael laughed at her assertion. Not in this lifetime! “I’ve been pragmatic,” he explained, “and it
only helped the status quo. I guess I might be a dreamer, but I try to keep a solid base in reality.”
“Do you really think the companies will support these projects if the government isn’t forcing
them to do so?”
“I do. They have a vested interest in the safety and security of this neighborhood, but they’re only
just realizing that. When they volunteer their help, we can improve on what we’re already doing.” Michael
spread his arms to his sides to bring attention to their present environment. “You’re here with the help
and support of a private aid organization, and I’m here with the help and support of a faith-based organization. If we can add private corporate funding to this, our reach can spread must farther and faster than if
we relied on governments.”
“I’m skeptical, Father,” Merci admitted, “I don’t trust that enough people will show compassion
for strangers if no one makes them do it. But, I’m French, so I always have to be a little cynical and untrusting, no?!” A self-deprecating smile spread across her face before she nibbled at another cracker.
“I trust people far more than I trust governments.”
“But, the armed guards are not here because we fear the government, right?”
“No, but predators will always hide among our neighbors, and I believe God allows moral violence, such as self-defense,” Michael explained. “My fear about government is its routine effort throughout history to hold a monopoly on violence by limiting how people can protect themselves. They alone want
to decide who and what are worthy of defense.”
Merci coyly smiled, cocked her head, and spoke between her remaining cracker nibbles. “That
doesn’t sound very much like ‘turn the other cheek,’ Father. Are you sure you’re a real priest?”
Michael grinned at her question. “Or I’m the world’s best and poorest actor.”
“So, what does a priest who advocates personal sacrifice and ‘moral violence’ do for fun,” she
asked to lighten their discussion. “When you’re not constructing cisterns, I mean.”
Michael smirked at the reaction he expected to elicit. “I teach martial arts at a free dojo in the
neighborhood.”
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“You really take your ‘moral violence’ seriously, Father Michael! You are a veritable onion, a man
with unexpected and endless layers! And, if I may add without agenda, a handsome one at that. There
must’ve been a line of young matrons pursuing you with wedding veils in their back pockets!”
Michael blushed at the unexpected flattery and tried to delicately redirect the conversation. “In my
former life, I was really devoted to my work as a cop and to the Church, to living my faith. That kept anyone else from getting too close, I suppose.” Any esteem she holds for me is so heavily rooted in my calling that she’d
never have the same interest in Michael the Husband that she does in Father Michael the Priest. “I was almost married
once,” he off-handedly explained, suddenly unsure why he brought it up, “but I felt a much stronger
commitment to God.”
“You were a police officer? An American police officer with lots of guns, and a police uniform,
and you still managed to avoid marriage?”
“Yes, I was a cop, at least for a while, but they only gave us a couple of guns.” Michael smiled at
her assessment and avoided her latter question. I’ll play along with the weapons curiosity, but she doesn’t get to know
details about Catherine. “American cops are really nothing like what you see on most of the international
news networks. I worked in a small-town police department while I finished college, and then became a
cop after I graduated.”
“Did you go out, drive fast in your big police car, and arrest every indecency you found?” She ate
another piece of cracker and peanut butter while she chuckled at her own joke.
Michael understood she was teasing him, so he took no offense. “No, thankfully, it wasn’t really
like that at all. I drove a patrol car for a while, and I was in training to become a detective when I resigned.
I think they’re called ‘inspectors’ in France.”
“That’s fascinating! What is training like for inspectors in the U-S?”
“Some of it’s predictable, like interviewing suspects, victims, and witnesses, and extra training on
the laws. A lot of it, though, is stuff you wouldn’t expect, at least, I didn’t.”
“Such as,” Merci asked between nibbles.
“Picking locks. Surveillance work, like following suspects around to see where they go, what they
do, who they meet. Using a team of detectives and their cars to trap a suspect inside theirs. Searching for
hidden weapons and drugs in cars.”
She again cocked her head to the side and eyed him incredulously. “We you training to be a spy?”
Michael laughed aloud at the implication, but also immediately realized how well his specialized
police training supported her accusation. “No, I’m pretty sure I would’ve had to be good at all that to be a
spy. I drove a patrol car, so I would’ve been the worst spy ever. Everyone knew who I was and where to
find me!”
“Well, with all that authority and weapons, you must have done something bad in your work as a
police, yes? There must be something, Father Michael, for you to confess to me.”
“Actually, yes, there is.” He leaned close and spoke just above a whisper as though afraid for anyone else to hear what he had to say. “I swear, a lot. Like, a lot. I might be addicted to the word ‘fuck,’ but I
can still quit whenever I want!”
Merci laughed and spit a piece of cracker onto the table, which obviously embarrassed her and she
swiftly covered her mouth and laughed harder. Michael snorted and teared up at her faux pas until he became self-conscious that they had garnered so much attention from the few volunteers around them.
“Thank you for that, Father, I love getting to laugh like that, even at my own expense!” She wiped
tears and sweat from her face and smiled back at him. “So, in all fucking seriousness,” she teased, “there
must’ve been a reason you left and entered the priesthood?”
Michael let the humor pass and adopted a less jovial tone. “I was mostly frustrated at how little I
could really do to help the people around me. I thought I could do more to improve the quality of life in
my town, and help people find solutions to their problems, but, mostly, I was a Band-Aid.”
“A Band-Aid? How do you mean that?”
“I would show up, try to fix the biggest problem I could, and then move on to the next before I
really solved the first. I was always rushed to go to the next problem, the next call. The next victim. I
wanted to counsel people and guide them, help ease their long-term suffering. I became a priest so I could
be more invested in finding long-term solutions.” Their dialogue and obvious, mutual admiration reminded him of Catherine and immediately brought up his long-suppressed guilt. If I’d ever married, it should
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have been to Catherine. I’m lucky to have loved her, and I wish things had turned out differently in her life. I’m now happily
married to the Church and to God, and I’ve got no interest in divorcing them. Not even for Catherine, or Merci.
“You’ve lived an incredible life already, Father, one that my father would say is destined for greater
things, for national service in political office, for example. Does that hold any interest for you? Perhaps
rising through the Church, becoming Pope Michael one day, or perhaps, President?”
“Not interested in being a politician. I once read a story about Abraham Lincoln, who was President during our Civil War. A Protestant pastor offered a mealtime blessing and asked God to be on ‘our
side’ during a battle that everyone thought would take place the next day. Lincoln, apparently, didn’t give
the expected ‘Amen,’ so the pastor asked him about it later, trying to find out why the President of the
United States, the Commander-in-Chief of the Union Army, didn’t want God on their side in such a clearly
defined war with evil. Lincoln explained that he didn’t ask God to be on his side, for he was fallible and
might not always be just. Lincoln said he prayed instead that he always finds himself on God’s side. That’s
the kind of men we need in political office, not dreamers and has-been cops like me.”
Merci watched Michael for a long moment and appeared to gaze into his soul. “I understand that
your President Lincoln was also a man of great humility, Father. You might have more in common with
him than you appreciate.”
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TWO

Tuesday, 8:32 AM. Three Weeks Ago.
La Iglesia de San Francisco. Bogotá, Columbia.

I

nside his private, spartan living quarters, Michael quietly knelt on the stone floor with his eyes closed
and his hands clasped just beneath his reverently bowed head. He’d established a personal practice of
first allowing his thoughts and emotions to run amok before quietly coming to God in prayer. This
had long enabled him to better organize and analyze them. At this hour on a weekday, few people demanded his attention, so, once he’d devoted time and effort to the aging building, Michael typically secluded himself and brought his hopes, concerns, and aspirations to God. The primary topic of his morning prayer sessions had been a recurring one in recent months: vengeance.
Although grateful for the experience and lifelong brotherhoods he’d formed from his work as a
patrol cop, Michael had grown to regret some aspects of that period of his life. He had once been able to
take swift, immediate, and decisive action to aid crime victims. When someone reported they’d been
harmed by another, Michael and his team could swoop in, detain the accused, investigate the allegations,
and arrest and remove them from further immediate harm to the victim. No longer, he thought. My inability
to provide long-term aid and guidance weighed heavily on me then. I didn’t know how good I had it until I became a priest
and lost almost all ability to intervene. Now I’ve gotta keep more secrets than a mob lawyer.
I traded in my Batman tool belt for the chance to exclusively offer my parishioners compassion, sympathy, and blind
faith that God hears their prayers and will take up their vengeance in His own time and in His own way. No matter what
gets reported to me through confessionals, I cannot break that seal and tell the authorities what’s happened. And, the victim
can never expect to know or understand God’s timing or reasoning for whatever does, or doesn’t, happen. Oh, yeah, and ‘everything happens for a reason,’ which we mere mortals aren’t capable of understanding, either. It’s no wonder people are leaving
organized religions in droves, they’re too rational and logic-oriented to accept the old arguments for blind faith.
Maybe man is meant to enjoy a little retribution and vengeance now and then, like the righteous indignation and
moral violence in the Bible. David didn’t pray for Goliath to examine the morality and justness of his actions, thereby forcing
an intrinsic, mental schism. No, he picked up a damned rock and killed the man for fucking with David and his people!
What’s changed in the modern era that we’re so afraid of just violence? Did the Church and the Holy See sign onto the UN’s mantra of monopolizing all violence committed against its people? Michael paused, inhaled deeply, and tried to
force his mind to be still. I’ll have to get knee replacements if I wait any longer to pray.
God, dear Heavenly Father, please settle my mind and give me spiritual guidance on this. I’m having such trouble
seeing how to continue to justify the Church teachings on revenge and justice when I can’t even reconcile them myself with Your
Holy Scriptures.
Michael heard a light knock on the door and opened his eyes, but didn’t rise from his knees.
“Come in.” Monsignor Medina entered so immediately that Michael wasn’t sure his mentor had actually
waited for him to respond. His concerned expression concerned Michael. The man’s virtually unflappable,
something’s gotta really be wrong.
“Sorry to interrupt, Michael, pardon me,” the man offered in Michael’s native English. “Jesus
Salinas is here to see you. I explained you were busy and asked how I could help. He’s very distraught and
only wants to talk to you. Can you make time for him now?”
“That’s why you look so worried,” Michael asked as he sat back on his heels. “Wait, which Jesus
Salinas? Montes or Escobedo?”
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“Escobedo, Montes won’t darken our door until Christmas Mass, you know that. It’s got something to do with Escobedo’s daughter.”
“He told you that, but he won’t talk to you about it?”
“I gathered as much from what he did say, but there’s only a few things that upset a man like he’s
upset now.”
“You’d have made a fine detective, Monsignor. Of course, I can make time for him now.” Michael
stood as Medina glanced down at the floor in front of him and frowned. Following his mentor’s gaze, he
realized the man had seen the thick foam kneepads he used for private prayer.
“Ay Dios mio! What’s this,” his mentor asked with displeasure, almost betrayal, evident in his voice.
“Kneepads. God did a lot of great work, but he didn’t design kneecaps to withstand much time on
stone floors.”
“Blasphemy,” the man facetiously surmised. “You’ll be lucky if they don’t excommunicate you for
this.”
“I’ve given ‘em plenty of reason over the years, Monsignor, I doubt a comfortable prayer position
will do the trick at this point.”
“We’ll see about that, just as soon as you see what Jesus needs from us.” The mentor’s tone reverted back to its normal, caring inflection as they left Michael’s private room and entered the hallway together. “Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help either of you.”
Michael strode to the back of the church in search of his distraught parishioner, and soon found
the man seated alone in a small side chapel. Fluent in Spanish, he spoke with the parishioner in his native
tongue. “Sir, how can I help you today?”
“Father Michael, I need your help,” Jesus responded in Spanish. “I need your guidance, your counsel, and God’s forgiveness.” He wiped tears away from his cheeks and dried them on his pants leg. “I
wanna do something, something horrible, and I knew I’d better come here first.”
“Would you like to speak in the booth, or someplace that’s more private than this chapel?”
“If it’s alright with you, I’d prefer to stay in here. If anyone from the neighborhood sees me walking into the confessional booth in tears, they’ll think I’ve gone back to my old ways. I know I’m too proud,
Father, but the old hens and roosters around here peck and squawk too much, I’m afraid. They’ll assume
I’ve done something wrong again, and then my wife and mother will hear about it, and that’ll all happen
before I can walk home from here.”
“Sounds like that’s happened before.”
“Yeah, well, I’ve done things in my past to warrant such concern, Father, a long time ago, but I’m
not that man anymore. I love my wife, and I’ve been faithful to her for a very long time. But, that’s not
long enough for the memories in this neighborhood. I hope you understand.”
“Of course, I can listen to anything you have to say, and here is fine as long as you understand it
may not be as private.”
“I have hate in my heart, Father,” the man barely got out before his lip quivered and tears again
fell down his cheeks. “My youngest daughter, Marta, she went out last night, for the first time since her
husband died. I heard her tell my wife that she just wanted to dance and feel like a woman again, that it’d
been so long since she felt like anything but a widow and a mother.”
Jesus paused a moment, slowed and deepened his breathing, and stymied his emotions. “She went
to a club not far from where we live, met a boy, well, I would have to admit a ‘man,’ if not for what he did.
She told my wife, she sat in my kitchen this morning, in tears, Father, and told my wife about how this
boy, this animal, drugged her and had his way with her. She woke up this morning on the street, Father, on
the goddamned street, like a dog, and she knew what he did, what happened to her.”
Michael leaned forward and placed a sympathetic hand on the man’s shoulder, which approached
the cultural limits on physical compassion unrelated men could show one another here. “I’m very sorry,
Jesus, for what’s happened to your baby girl. Take all the time you need, and I’ll help however I can.”
“She knows who he is, Father, and, because she doesn’t know I heard everything she told my wife,
I know who he is, too, and I wanna kill him. I do, I really, really do. I wanna make him hurt worse than he
ever hurt anyone in his whole life, and I’d do it in a second if I thought it might take my baby’s pain
away!”
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“You have nothing to be sorry for, Jesus, you’re feeling the way any father, any parent, would. The
fact that you came here, to talk to me, instead of going out there to look for him, that tells me everything I
need to know about the purity of your heart.”
“It’d be so easy, Father, so easy, so quick. He stays just up the alley from the dojo, the place where
you go to help teach at night? I could’ve gone over there, done it, and been home before my wife even
missed me. We might be poor, but I’m a very principled and resourceful man, Father. It would’ve been so,
so easy…”
“I’m grateful, Jesus, that you chose not to take this into your own hand. Romans 12:19 tells us that
vengeance, judgment, it’s all best left up to God. He’ll answer for his sins, for the pain he caused your
daughter, I know it for certain. We may not get to see it, or to even know when it happens, but, please,
take this to heart. God will see to it that he answers for what he’s done, for the misery and suffering he
leaves in his wake.”
“I know, Father. I understand what the Bible says, and I know that’s what you have to say to keep
me out of prison, but it still feels better knowing I made the right choice in coming here to talk to you.”
Michael appreciated the man’s candor, despite his own dishonesty in counseling him. “Thank you,
Jesus, for trusting me, and for giving me the honor of doing what I can to help you and your family
through this incredibly difficult time.” Pausing, Michael worked to control his own emotions and personal
thoughts on the subject of vengeance, even as outrage welled up inside him. “Just out of curiosity, and,
maybe I’ve already forgotten, but, what did you say this animal’s name was, again?”
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